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Maximizing the discriminatory accuracy of a diagnostic or screening test 

is paramount to correctly identifying individuals with vs. without the 

disease or disease marker. In this paper we demonstrate the use of ODA 

to identify the optimal cut-point which best discriminates between those 

with vs. without the disease (or marker) under study, for any diagnostic 

test. We illustrate this methodology using a dataset composed of a range 

of repeated biomedical voice measurements from 31 people, 23 with 

Parkinson's disease (PD). A logistic regression model was used to 

estimate the probability that each observation was from a person with vs. 

without PD as a function of 22 voice measurement variables, entered in 

the model as main effects only. Five different methods for computing a 

diagnostic cut-point on estimated probability are compared. 

 
 

Among a smorgasbord of statistical procedures 

used in an effort to construct “accurate” tests, 

only “optimal” maximum-accuracy statistical 

methods—ODA
1-4

, MultiODA
4-7

, CTA
8-10

 and 

novometrics
10-12

—are specifically formulated to 

explicitly identify models which maximize 

accurate classification. Model accuracy in the 

optimal paradigm may be operationalized in 

terms of percent (of total N) accurate classifica-

tion (PAC; 0=no observations correctly classi-

fied, 50=N/2 observations correctly classified, 

100= all observations correctly classified), or in 

terms of effect strength for sensitivity (ESS; 

0=mean sensitivity expected by chance; <25= 

relatively weak effect; <50=moderate effect; 

<75=relatively strong effect; <90= strong effect; 

>90= very strong effect).
4,12

 

In a comprehensive series of papers, the 

ODA and CTA frameworks were applied to 

observational data, and to data from randomized 

controlled trials, to draw causal inferences about 

treatment effects.
13-31

 Herein we demonstrate 

how ODA is used to determine the optimal cut-

point to maximally discriminate between those 

with vs. without disease, for any continuum of 

test values. Individuals are classified as disease 

positive if their test value surpasses the criterion 

cut-point, and disease negative if their test value 

falls below the cut-point. Model sensitivity is 

the proportion of true disease positives (individ-

uals correctly predicted by the test as having the 

disease), and model specificity is the proportion 

of true disease negatives (individuals correctly 

predicted as not having the disease).
32
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 Receiver Operating Characteristic or 

ROC analysis is a popular approach for as-

sessing and displaying the overall discrimina-

tory accuracy of diagnostic tests, which involves 

plotting sensitivity vs. 1-specificity across the 

full range of values for the sample. Area under 

the curve (AUC) is then computed to assess the 

test’s overall discriminatory ability. A test with 

perfect discriminatory ability has AUC=1.0, and 

a test unable to distinguish between individuals 

with vs. without disease has AUC=0.50.
32

  

 Using values computed in ROC analysis, 

several approaches have been developed to find 

the “optimal” cut-point on a diagnostic test at 

which individuals are “best” classified. The 

“nearest to (0,1) method” finds the cut-point on 

the ROC curve closest to the upper left-hand 

corner (i.e. the point with perfect sensitivity and 

specificity).
33

 The “concordance probability 

method” defines the optimal cut-point as the 

point maximizing the product of sensitivity and 

specificity.
34

 The “Youden index (𝐽) method” 

defines the optimal cut-point as the point max-

imizing the difference between the true positive 

rate and false positive rate over all possible cut-

point values.
35

 The “Index of union method” 

defines the optimal cut-point as the point which 

minimizes the sum of absolute values of the dif-

ferences between AUC and sensitivity and spec-

ificity, provided that the difference between 
sensitivity and specificity is minimum.

36
 

 We compare these methods to the “ODA 

method”
37-39

 which defines the optimal cut-point 

as the point maximizing the average sensitivity 

and specificity over all possible cut-points, and 

yields the maximum possible effect strength for 

sensitivity (ESS) for the sample: ESS=0 indi-

cates the accuracy expected by chance, and 

ESS=100 indicates perfect discrimination.
4,12

   

  

Methods 

Data 

The dataset used presently is composed of 22 

repeated biomedical voice measurement varia-

bles taken from 31 people, 23 with Parkinson's 

disease (PD), for a total of 195 observations 

with no missing data. The dataset is available at: 
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Parkinsons 
(see Little et al.

40
 for details concerning the 

voice measurement variables). 

 

Analyses 

A logistic regression model estimated the prob-

ability that each observation was a person with 

vs. without PD as a function of the 22 voice 

measurement variables, entered in the model as 

main effects only.  

An ROC analysis was then conducted in 

which true disease status (positive or negative 

for PD) was set as the reference variable and the 

predicted probabilities from the logistic regres-

sion were set as the classification variable. Op-

timal cut-points were computed using methods 

previously described.
33-36

 

An ODA model
4,12

 was generated in 

which the binary indicator for disease status was 

specified as the class variable, and the predicted 

probabilities variable from the logistic regres-

sion was specified as the attribute. A total of 

25,000 Monte Carlo simulations were used to 

compute P values, and leave-one-out (LOO) 

analysis was conducted to assess cross-generali-

zability. LOO analysis is inherently one-tailed 

(directional), and is only conducted for models 

having P < 0.05 in training (total sample) analy-

sis.
4,12

 

Logistic regression and ROC analyses 

were conducted using Stata statistical software 

version 15.1 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas) 

and ODA models were generated using the 

ODA software package.
4
 

Results 

Figure 1 presents the ROC curve with markers 

indicating the cut-points developed using the 

different methods. The overall AUC statistic 

was 0.9520 which indicates that the model has 

overall high discriminatory ability on the full 

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Parkinsons
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(training) sample. ODA and the Youden method 

produced identical cut-points at 0.90345, the 

nearest (0,1) method produced a cut-point at 

0.74775, and the Liu and Unal methods 

produced identical cut-points at 0.88355. 

           The ODA and Youden methods both 

identified the optimal cut-point at which the 

sensitivity was 0.7415 and specificity was 1.0, 

yielding AUC at the cut-point of 87.07. This 

level of classification accuracy corresponds to 

ESS=74.15, indicating a relatively strong effect 

(defined as 50<ESS<75).
4,12

 

           The nearest (0,1) approach identified the 

optimal cut-point with sensitivity=0.8776 and 

specificity=0.8333, yielding AUC at the cut- 

 

point of 0.8554, corresponding to a relatively 

strong ESS=71.09. 

          Both the Liu and Unal methods identified 

the optimal point with sensitivity=0.7823 and 

specificity=0.8333, yielding AUC at the cut-

point of 87.03, and relatively strong ESS=61.56. 

          In contrast to other methods, ODA also 

computes an exact (permutation) P-value to as-

sess statistical significance of the classification 

performance obtained using the cut-point in the 

full sample and in one-sample jackknife (“leave-

one-out” or LOO) analysis. The P-value<0.0001 

for both full sample and LOO analysis indicates 

that the ODA optimal cut-point was a statisti-

cally significant, generalizable discriminator of 

individuals with vs. without PD.

 
 

Figure 1: ROC curve highlighting the optimal cut-points computed using various methods

Discussion 

In this paper we have demonstrated how ODA 

can be used to identify the optimal cut-point on 

a diagnostic test to maximally discriminate be-

tween those with and without the disease. While 

the various methods implemented here identify 

optimal cut-points using different criteria, the 

AUC at the cut-point can serve as an arbiter of 

discriminatory ability. 

In this example, ODA and Youden’s 

method identified cut-points which elicited 
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identical AUC values which were higher than 

those of the other methods. The ODA and 

Youden methods will always concur for appli-

cations involving two class categories. The 

optimal ODA cut-point for such designs max-

imizes ESS which is computed as {[(sensitivity 

+ specificity)/2] / .5}, and the optimal Youden 

cut-point for such designs maximizes J, com-

puted as [(sensitivity + specificity) – 1]: a bit of 

algebra shows these definitions are isomorphic.  

Another important issue is that in the 

present paper we purposely used logistic regres-

sion for generating the probabilities of having 

the disease, conditional on the 22 covariates to 

illustrate how ODA can be used in conjunction 

with conventional parametric models. However, 

we strongly advocate using CTA for identifying 

the optimal multivariable solution for classifi-

cation problems (Linden & Yarnold
13,28

). ODA 

(and by extension CTA) should be considered 

the preferred approach over commonly-used 

parametric models because ODA avoids the as-

sumptions required of parametric models (e.g. 

linearity, sufficient sample size, independence, 

etc.), provides exact (permutation) P-values, is 

insensitive to skewed data or outliers, and can 

handle any variable metric including categori-

cal, Likert-type integer, and real number meas-

urement scales.
4,12

 And, as demonstrated here, 

unlike regression models ODA identifies opti-

mal (maximum-accuracy) cut-points for  varia-

bles of interest, facilitating the use of measures 

of predictive accuracy.   

 Furthermore, ODA has the capability to 

use cross-validation methods such as LOO 

which was used presently, in addition to hold-

out, multiple-sample, test-retest, bootstrap
41

 and 

other cross-validation methods to assess the 

generalizability of the model
4
 to other individu-

als (outside of the current study sample) with 

similar characteristics.
42

 Again, there is no 

equivalent in the parametric model-based 

framework, failing to provide insight into the 

likelihood that the findings would generalize. 
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